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Abstract: The patch antennas are very popular and useful antennas for small charge and solid design for RF uses and Wi-Fi systems. In Wi-Fi cellular phone call and satellite uses, patch antennas has magnetized a lot interest because of less dimension, cheap on mass production, less burden, short profile and simple incorporation with other parts. In this paper a new design of metamaterial technique is proposed with the patch antenna to modify its parameters. Antenna was designed at 1.9GHz, and analyzed later to enhance its parameters and mainly bandwidth and Gain of the antenna, metamaterial was implemented. The coupling of patch and ground along with the metamaterial implementation on the ground plane made the bandwidth and Gain enhanced.
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I. INTRODUCTION

While designing airplane, missile and satellite, spacecraft etc. designing the dimension, mass, effortless installation, charge and aerodynamic outline are the limitations, and small shape radiators are generally needed. The MPA consistence too non-planar and planar ground, easy and economical to fabricate by current printed-circuit tools. The patch behaves like a transducer which contains resonant like cavity having its barriers like short circuit elements on front and back of the substrate. In a confined space or cavity there is only assured forms are permitted to be present, at unusual radiating frequencies. If frequency is applied to the radiator, a powerful ground is set up within cavity and a powerful current on the (base) ground of the patch. To conquer this difficulty without troubling their main benefit (for less burden and economical and instance plain structure of printed circuit,), numerous schemes and configurations have just been examined. Among the published research few authors published parasitic element [1], inclusion of metamaterial [3], feeding techniques [3], and DGS [4].

A single band micro-strip radiator which has photonic band gap structure (PBG) in the surface plane and also discussed the result of PBG to restrain the resonance of radiator at 17 harmonic frequencies was designed and simulated. The experimental study shows that radiation frequencies are drastically diminished when PBG structure is used. Third radiating frequency is repressed at more than 15 dB [13].

A double-polarized MPR which is able to attain a high isolation, small diffident radiation levels, broad bandwidth and small cross-polarization levels was fabricated. The coupling aperture used is H-shaped. It uses stacked aperture coupled micro-strip square patches which is simple to add with active devices and gives wide bandwidth. In this Dissertation return loss has bandwidth of 20.9% and over this bandwidth the isolation is enhanced than 36 dB. Front-to-back ratio and cross-polarization levels are also good [14].

A suggestion in which faulty ground structure is utilized in MPR which will restrain the upper level harmonics. An H shaped defect is cut in the surface plane which convert the radiation of the radiator in a far better radiation pattern. This proposed DGS radiating frequencies at harmonic frequencies correlate to MPR without DGS [8].

II. CALCULATION

At frequency of 1.9 GHz a new antenna is proposed in this paper. Parameters were calculated by formulas listed in [5] and proposed antenna was designed using MWS tool of CST. Proposed rectangular antenna is shown in fig 1 and then in corresponding figures 2 and 3 simulation result were presented of the antenna designed at 1.9GHz.
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Fig. 2. Simulated result of patch showing return loss of -14dB at 1.9GHz.

Fig. 5. Result after metamaterial introduction showing dip at 1.9 GHz with return loss of -34dB.

Fig. 3. Radiation pattern with Gain and Efficiency.

Fig. 6. Fig. showing radiation pattern with efficiency and gain of 6.836dBi.

Designed RMPA was simulated and its result was presented above figures 2 and 3. It can be easily observed that proposed antenna having return loss of -14dB and bandwidth of 35MHz. This antenna also having the gain of 4.118dBi. These simulation results showing that antenna is not significantly applicable in any communication application. Which motivated authors to apply modification technique to improve the parameters of antenna. Following figure 4 represent the proposed metamaterial structure having a bar and a circular ring. The subsequent figures 5 and 6 represent the simulated results of after metamaterial introductions.

III. RESULT

After comparison of simulation results shown in figure 2 and 3 (simulated result of patch antenna before metamaterial implementation) & in fig. 5 & 6 (simulated result after incorporating metamaterial) it was observed that significant improvement was achieved post metamaterial inclusion. Following comparison chart represent the parameter comparison of antenna before and after metamaterial introduction.

TABLE I: COMPARISON CHART

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. no.</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Parameters of patch alone at 1.9 GHz</th>
<th>After metamaterial introduction At 1.9 GHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Return loss</td>
<td>-14 dB</td>
<td>-34 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>35 MHz</td>
<td>132 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Gain</td>
<td>4.118 dBi</td>
<td>6.836 dBi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the comparison table, it can be easily analyzed that post metamaterial introduction the improvement of antenna parameters was achieved. This improvement not only made the antenna applicable in desired applications but it became directive as well. Return loss improved just double times and bandwidth improved 4 times the value of antenna alone, gain of the antenna increased as well.

IV. CONCLUSION

Proposed antenna is designed for L band applications. Formerly alone patch antenna was showing insignificant results, later metamaterial was incorporated to improve the antenna characteristics. A ring and bar shaped metamaterial structure was implemented in the ground plane of the proposed antenna, inclusion of this metamaterial structure improved the characteristics to significant level. Bandwidth and gain both simultaneously shown a significant improvement as well as efficiency was also improved. Modified patch can be used in L band applications like WLAN and Satellite applications. 400% change in bandwidth and around 50% change in gain has been achieved post metamaterial inclusion.
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